
especially in africa but having to dig a lot to find them"

with  small  number  of  deaths  while  large  numbers  occurred  all  around  the  world 

12176: "reading regularly the news and finding several times spain in the news 

despite the darkness in the attic"

cleaner result without the need of altering the contrast of the resulting photo 

begin with dislocating the black circle outside the blue surface getting a much 

coming from a small window in the roof and making the shapes using a pencil to 

07177: "again a painting executed in my dutch attic with again little light only 

the roof and cooking for us"

and staying in the bed and breakfast of an indian man and his friend sleeping on 

everywhere given my indian-like skin colour and at last going to tiruvannamalai 

ancient  temple  there  with  only  very  few  white  people  and  myself  being  allowed 

10134:  "folk  met  at  first  in  madurai  spending  several  days  in  and  around  the 

trying to balance out the red surface"

good set up and now following up the lines and shapes of the previous painting 

study to the attic now painting under the roof with far less light but quite a 

07176:  "giving  up  my  sunny  study  to  make  baby  silvester's  room  and  moving  my 

humans"

nice twist to it still commenting on air pollution and a sort of revenge against 

perhaps reflecting my different colour skin here in the netherlands yet finding a 

08109:   "writing   the   story   of   a   blue   flamingo   and   her   feeling   discriminated 

much in detail with the colouring"

creating a deeper effect but having no paper to clean the brush so not going too 

to  keep  cleaner  borders  and  recovering  the  green  surface  under  the  yellow  one 

07175: "preparing the sketch for the painting for the first time using the pencil 

installation"

hunters  getting  ever  more  aggressive  and  siding  with  the  far-right  against  the 

despite   getting   more   and   more   burnt   out   from   the   italian   situation   with   the 

09108:  "a   period   walking   and   thinking   intensively   despite   livia   reactions   and 

immersed in the culemborg landscape"

utrecht   a   few   times   and   also   walk   a   bit   in   leiden   otherwise   always   keeping 

despite  with  being  livia  and  highly  pregnant  myrthe  yet  managing  to  to  visit 

13189:  "trying   to   be   as   much   mobile   and   explorative   as   possible   even   though 

small kids and at last recording manually my beat"

of the autumn and reaching myrthe and livia at various birthday parties of other 

biking out in the dutch landscape making use of the few nice days at the beginning 

06173: "recording my heartbeats now using a new chest band with a new sensor and 



04_126: "a period feeling quite sad about the hunters revolt against my project in

the alps and waking up in the middle of the night possibly due to it finding some

energy back playing with livia and renovating especially silvester's room but also

going out biking"

14_178: "still painting in my attic while livia is asleep and agin using a pencil

to draw the background developing more sophisticated shapes still somewhat in line

with the previous painting but with a bigger blue surface"

03_126: "in the mountains signing songs to livia but also hearing the songs from

the young girls playing in the contrada as well as from old gianna aside from the

songs sang during my birthday party and the ones heard while watching films during

the rainy evenings later in the summer with songs also heard from myrthe's mother

who came to visit us also hearing sons at supermarkets and big shops and on the

radio traveling to visit cities like mantua"

16_105: "observing clouds spending my time prior the winter holiday both in the

netherlands running alone and mentally annotating the shapes in the clouds as well

as while crossing stockholm to meet up with august and observing many vehicles as

well as many monstrous figures"

06_174: "measuring manually my effort now giving up the unreliable and privacy

infringing heart beat sensor recording both renovating the attic carrying and

mounting gyps panels but also biking along the river taking advantage of the few

days of sun with no wind"

11_142:  "getting  ideas  now  while  in  the  netherlands  with  livia  at  times  not

sleeping at night and using the time waiting for her to fall asleep to get new

ideas also relating to babies"

11_143: "traveling to belgium staying at a farm house there with myrthe's brothers

and their families getting some ideas walking alone and with them later also

getting ideas while in our mountain cabin from christams holiday traveling around

also with august in the near of garda lake and in milan"


